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The task: Critical analysis of the new 
agenda of ‘financial literacy’

• The dominant agenda and some other voices
• 2 epistemologies for ‘financial literacy’: positivist 
and constructivist (critical inquiry)

• Research findings about low income and 
financial literacy from surveys (positivist) and 
Forum Theatre (critical inquiry)

• Beyond financial literacy: 4 necessities for 
financial capability 

• A proposal for delivering meaningful financial 
information

• The language of the money system



The ‘financial literacy’ agenda
• “In today’s world of increasingly complex 
financial decisions, financial literacy may be 
considered a vital skill for all consumers” 
(ASIC 2003)

• “Improved financial literacy has the potential to 
save Australia and Australians millions of dollars 
each year”
(Helen Coonan, Assistant Treasurer in former Federal government)

• “An understanding of how money works can 
allow us to save, to make good spending 
choices and sound investment decisions” 
(Consumer and Literacy Taskforce - precursor to Financial Literacy 
Foundation)

Q: what else might be going on here?



Some other voices

• “We need to be seen through the eyes of 
compassion not through dollar signs”

• “If you are not completely concentrating all the 
time it (money) can get out of control”

• “You have to follow advice but that means you 
cannot manage things your own way any more, 
and because you are in another’s power 
(leaning on someone), you get off balance”

• “Why do you have to let yourself go to be judged 
that you are in need? Its not fair but that’s life”

• “The poor pay more”



More voices…

• “Its not just about money but about lack of 
information and resources”

• “I want more courage to speak up for myself: 
sometimes other people feel they are better 
(than you). We are defending such a big group 
of people, the poor”

• “The ‘service-go-round’ is the problem – not 
enough help in places like Centrelink”

• “There is a lot of pressure placed on family and 
friend relationships (when you ask for a loan) 
when they are struggling themselves”



Building knowledge about ‘financial literacy’: 
positivist and constructivist

epistemologies
• What kind of 
knowledge is 
possible and 
useful? = 
epistemology

• to produce better 
results for those 
whose needs are 
least well-met by 
present 
arrangements 
(Good Shepherd 
Mission)



Positivist epistemology

• An objective truth we need to identify and can 
identify with some precision eg population 
surveys by FLF, ANZ

• tests prevalence of financial literacy 
• asks – ‘what do you know about/believe/do…?’
• often but not always quantified

E.g. “I have the ability to understand and invest 
money”

• 54% in lowest income group (under $20,000 pa) agree

• 78.2% in highest income group (over $100k pa) agree
(results from Financial Literacy Foundation survey reported in Financial Literacy: 
Australians Understanding Money 2007)



Critical reflections on positivist 

knowledge about financial literacy 

• creates objective, precise picture

• precision depends on accuracy of 
assumptions

• without context 

• research power implicit – who decides 
what financial literacy is?

• who gains from the knowledge?

• treats language (‘financial literacy’) as 
value-neutral and transparent



Constructivist epistemology

• Meaning needs to be constructed to exist
• Explores the process of constructing realities
• Reality consists of both the information and the 
perception of it

• Treats language/discourse as carrying 
assumptions and therefore part of the 
phenomenon to be investigated  

• Often but now always qualitative

• E.g. ‘low financial literacy’ – rather than 
accepting it as a given reality, question how 
it comes to be constructed



Constructivist knowledge-building about 
financial capability: GSYFS action research
Asks “what is your 

experience of the 
money system?”

Gets answers like “that 
$10 in your pocket 
– if you’ve got it, it 
makes all the 
difference”

• Questions concept of 
‘financial literacy’

• Asks ‘Whose 
knowledge?’ 
Amplifies silenced 
voices

• Research power 
explicit and where 
possible shared 

‘MONEY, DIGNITY AND INCLUSION: 
The role of financial capability’

A Good Shepherd research project 
funded by Consumer Credit Fund 

of Consumer Affairs Victoria

RESEARCH QUESTION: 

What financial 
information is required 
by ‘marginalised 
women’ and how can 
this information be 
provided in an 
accessible way?



Critical inquiry
In the cause of social justice :
• questions common assumptions and values
• challenges conventional social structures
• engages in social  action
• often implies critique of mainstream research
• importance of language, power and values 

Paulo Freire’s critical literacy/pedagogy –
very suited to investigating ‘financial literacy’:
• searches out meaningful words, not accepting words of 
dominant agenda

• thinking cannot be separated from action; and 
• responsibility to humanise the world through…. 



Freire’s critical literacy

• Solidarity not individual

• Praxis = action with reflection

• Dialogue not ‘banking’

• Voice v. culture of silence

• Problem-posing that questions myths

• Emancipatory knowledge  

Applied to ‘financial literacy’ …



“Money is not your life –
it just feels that way 
sometimes… 

There is a great 
conspiracy of silence 
and shame with regard 
to money… 

We are all involved in 
the same money 
system, yet we don’t 
share our experiences 
openly or very often”

(Sark)



Some findings - positivist
• Definitions and scoping: how precise? (UK framework)

• How helpful is it? How fair? A mixed picture

E.g. people on under $20,000 p.a.:

• portrayed as having lower capability on budgeting and 
saving yet 80%+ ‘have the ability and understanding to 
save’, which is only 10% less than those on $50-
100,000. Technically true but how meaningful? (FLF 
research)

• Also highest on ‘keeping track of everyday spending’ (a 
more relevant measure?), and committed to learning 
about finances, value saving, avoid debt 

• ‘Living for today’ is portrayed as an ‘unhealthy way of 
thinking’ that individuals need to change, but also found 
that the major causes of this attitude are mental illness, 
addictions, a sense of helplessness (ANZ research)



Blaming the victim again?

Need a different sort of research that will give a 
different sort of evidence: 

• Situated (explicitly on their side)

• Contextualised – assumes the context has 
explanatory power

• Segmented – looks at specific population group

• Incorporates perceptions as part of the reality

• Emancipatory

• Critical – is the dominant agenda always doing 
what it proclaims or is it doing something else?



What methods are appropriate for such 
a task?

Epistemological string* = 

Emancipatory (constructivist) epistemology

+ Critical pedagogy/inquiry theory

+ Action research methodology

+ Forum Theatre (Theatre for Living) method

*Crotty, Michael ‘The Foundations of Social Research’ Allen and Unwin1998



Forum Theatre Method

Recruit a group 
of people affected 
by the struggle

Conduct workshop 
with theatre games 
and exercises, devise 
short theatrical plays 
ending in a crisis

Performance of
participants’
plays to a 
community 
audience 

The audience 
intervenes to 

transform the crisis
Community 

understanding 
and change 

addressing the 
struggle

Theatre for Living

‘Theatre for Living’ facilitator: 
Xris Reardon 
of ‘Takin’ up space’



Findings: The plays

Collective not individual 
stories… based on participants’ 

lives and experiences:

•The Rent

•The Family

•Managing

The plays present a moment of 
crisis…and seek a resolution 
through audience participation



Financial Capability Framework

SocioSocioSocioSocio----economic context that enables economic context that enables economic context that enables economic context that enables 
individuals to use their financial skills individuals to use their financial skills individuals to use their financial skills individuals to use their financial skills 

and knowledgeand knowledgeand knowledgeand knowledge

Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate 
incomeincomeincomeincome

Emergency Emergency Emergency Emergency 
bufferbufferbufferbuffer

NonNonNonNon----exploitative exploitative exploitative exploitative 
marketmarketmarketmarket

Financial Financial Financial Financial 
information information information information 
and supportand supportand supportand support

Individual’sIndividual’sIndividual’sIndividual’s financial financial financial financial 
skills and knowledgeskills and knowledgeskills and knowledgeskills and knowledge

•Financial capability = interaction between socio-economic context and 
individual’s skills & knowledge

•Requirements for financial capability = income, buffer, fair market & information



Financial buffer ‘for a rainy day’

Importance of an emergency financial buffer:

• low income women on pensions and benefits 
would spend a windfall of $1000 on basics such 
as food, shoes, dental care, a haircut, bills, 
transport or health care

• The Victorian Government’s Community 
Indicators Survey measuring community 
wellbeing includes a question on whether you 
could raise $2000 in an emergency



Financial inclusion strategies

More financial counselling
More regulation

Exploitative, expensiveDebt 
consolidation

Government regulation and 
subsidisation 

Multiple systemic causes 
especially for women

Retirement 
savings/super

Corporate social responsibility to 
ensure fairness

Available for high bank balance 
or sometimes very low income 

No default fee 
bank accounts

No Interest Loan Schemes 
widely available – this now 
happening

Cannot afford interest 
repayments 

Loans

Matched savings schemes 
widely available (now selectively 
available) 

Too little income 
No confidence in saving

Savings 
accounts

Proactive marketing by banks to 
relevant markets

Previously unavailable 
Now not sufficiently marketed

Low cost bank 
accounts

Free and independent financial 
information & mentoring 

Too expensive 
Biased 
Not marketed (Centrelink)

Financial 
advice

Inclusion strategy Market failure Market 



Need for financial information and 
decision-making support

Current options = 

“banks, newspapers & magazines, 
Centrelink and websites”

BUT

• When you do not know what to do

• When you do not have someone to ask

• When you do not know what you do not 
know 

• And you do not even know how to 
ask… 

Then you have to go through a number 

of doors, and you need a guide.



Money Guidance (UK) –
filling the ‘advice gap’

• ‘On their side’ financial guidance, but also… 

• Impartial in terms of financial services

• Generic, but also… 

• Accessible for people with limited incomes (free)

• Provide practical information, but also…  

• Provide emotional support to make decisions

• Plus assessment and referral for deeper issues



A model for inclusive financial 

education

Stage 1Stage 1Stage 1Stage 1

Identify key Identify key Identify key Identify key 
information information information information 

pointspointspointspoints

Stage 2Stage 2Stage 2Stage 2

Facilitate Facilitate Facilitate Facilitate 
dialoguedialoguedialoguedialogue

Stage 3Stage 3Stage 3Stage 3

Use income Use income Use income Use income 
maximisation maximisation maximisation maximisation 

frameworkframeworkframeworkframework

Stage 4Stage 4Stage 4Stage 4

Access Access Access Access 
resourcesresourcesresourcesresources



Income maximisation framework
• Interrogate all financial information: What is this 

information asking of me and how is it speaking to me?

• Rights – human, consumer, legal: Are these being 
properly respected?

• Individual responsibilities: Do I know enough about 
these?

• Entitlements: Am I getting all my entitlements?
• Minimising costs: bank accounts, loans, good debt and 
bad debt, universal services What can I learn from 
others in a similar situation or from other sources?

• Protection for the future: What is available to give me 
hope about future financial plans?

• Getting assistance: Where can I go for the best help 
either right now or if I need it in the future?



The Transition Cycle

(adapted from Hopson in Williams, 1999 ‘Life events and career change: 

transition psychology in practice’)



Developmental transitions:
example contact points

Cultural group 

Employment service 

Adult English classes

Migrant Resource CentreRe-settlement

School

Child care centre 

Community centre playgroup

Maternal and child health serviceHaving 
children 

DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICETRANSITION



Crisis transitions: 
example contact points

Council of Single Mothers and their Children

Neighbourhood house

Relationship counselling and mediation

CentrelinkSeparation

Self help groups

Community Health Centre,
Women’s Health Centre

Medicare

Hospital, Doctor’s surgery

CentrelinkDisability

CRISIS SERVICECRISIS



Inclusive Financial Education

Knowledge and 
skills

EmpowermentParticipationEngagementOUTCOME

Use relevant 
topics and 
materials 
based on 
self-
identified 
needs of 
participants

Information and 
support:

• financial 
services

• rights & 
responsibilit-
ies

• entitlements
• minimising 

costs
• future 

protection
• getting 

assistance

Adult learning 
methods

Women’s
learning 
methods

Empowerment 
methods

Proactive 
approach to 
access

Target life 
transitions 
and crises

PRINCIPLES

Access 
resources

Use income 
maximisation 
framework

Facilitate 
dialogue

Identify key 
information 
points

TASK

Stage 4Stage 3Stage 2Stage 1



Language – part of the silencing

• Language that positions as inferior – financial literacy

• Language that alienates – economic news

• Language that ignores – superannuation

• Language that seduces – marketing 

We need:

• Conversations in semi-public spaces 

• Segmented communication

• Marketing disclosure



Beyond ‘financial literacy’

Need a program that:
• Stops thinking of how individuals are measuring 
up and starts thinking more about how we as a 
society are constructing their financial failure 

• Attends to the current gaps in services for 
people living on low incomes – esp ‘on their 
side’ free financial info AND realistic savings 
products

• Involves mutual learning in dialogue with people 
on low incomes 

• Finds new ways to talk about and understand 
our financial world that match peoples’ realities



Thankyou

Kathy Landvogt

Social Policy Research Unit

Good Shepherd Youth and Family Service

k.landvogt@goodshepvic.org.au


